Directions to the KCC Manufacturing & Industrial Technology Center
2580 S. Route 45/52, Kankakee

From the north (Chicago area)
Interstate 57 • Exit 308 Route 45/52 north (Left at stop light)
The Manufacturing & Industrial Technology Center will be on the left.

From the south
Interstate 57 • Exit 308 Route 45/52 north (Right at stop light)
The Manufacturing & Industrial Technology Center will be on the left.

From the southwest
Interstate 55 • Exit 17 east in Dwight
(Approximately 30 miles to Kankakee)
South (right) on Schuyler Ave./Route 45/52.
The Manufacturing & Industrial Technology Center will be on the right.

From the west
Route 17 • South (right) on Schuyler Ave./Route 45/52.
The Manufacturing & Industrial Technology Center will be on the right.

From the east
Route 17 • Route 17 to Interstate 57 south.
Exit 308 Route 45/52 north (Left at stop light)
The Manufacturing & Industrial Technology Center will be on the left.